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Pass Your Bar Exam in 33% less time and with 50% less stress than the RestMy Law School Stats:-

Graduated in the bottom half of my class- Failed the MPRE twice- Horrible legal writing grades- I

had a 1/3 statistical chance of passing based on my class rank- 60% of the bar takers failed the

same exam I tookAnd, yet I still passed the California bar exam.I'm going to show you how to pass

the bar exam too!This Bar Exam Guide Book is Designed for Bar Takers Who Want to Be More

Effective and Efficient in Their Bar Exam PreparationThere are only a few key concepts you need to

know and put into practice that most other bar exam students will never know about, even those in

bar review courses! I'll show you how to implement the same strategies that helped me, my bar

exam clients, and dozens of thousands of my readers and podcast listeners pass the bar exam with

step-by-step guidance and directions.You'll learn how to:- Spend less time on your bar exam prep

by being focused only on what really matters.The biggest myth of the bar exam preparation is

created by bar review courses stating that you have to spend most of your time studying and

memorizing rules. I tried this for a couple weeks, until I learned it did nothing to help me pass the

essays or MBE. The secret is to do as many bar exam MBE questions and essays as you can, in

specific manner which I will lay out for you.Decrease Your Bar Exam Stress and Anxiety through the

Scientific Principles of Neuroscience and Mental Performance Theory I'll show you how the top

performers and professionals use their mind and body to maximize their mindset, focus, and energy.

When you use these strategies for your bar exam, you learn how to control your emotions, rather

than have them control you.More Things You'll Learn About Bar Exam PreparationThis book will

show you how to:Increase Your Productivity and Motivation with 1 simple PhraseDiscover the REAL

reason behind your anxiety and how you can beat itPick the Best Bar Exam Review Course for

YouGive you the 1-page script to read to program your mind for bar exam successGive you the 11

Keys to Passing Your Bar Exam EssaysLearn and Focus only on the Needle-Moving Activities and

what they arePrepare for and Beat the #1 Killer of Bar Exam SuccessPass the Bar Exam, whether

you are taking a California, New York bar exam, or anywhere in between!This bar exam Book Will

Save You From the Headache, Stress, and Struggle of trying to figure out how the bar exam works,

so you can focus on doing what really works to help you pass the bar exam.I will show you why you

think the bar exam prep is hard and how you can make it easier on yourself to achieve passing

results.A Personal Note From the Author:Despite my law school stats going into my exam, I had a

seed of belief knowing, "If others can do it, so can I."This belief helped me through the struggles,

pain, and strife to figure out the bar exam system, beat it, and pass the California bar exam on my

first attempt, without drinking any coffee to keep me up or using any flash cards to prepare!I know



the emotions and challenges you are facing. I understand the pressure we have with so much on

the line.This is why I have put together this practice, strategic step-by-step bar exam survival kit for

you to de-mystify the preparation process, strengthen your confidence, and answer your bar exam

questions so you can pass the essays, MBE, and performance tests in less time and with less

stress than the rest.Scroll up, click the buy button and get started on the path of passing the Bar

Exam today!
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I have the misfortune of having to stay in law school for an extra semester. However, I decided to

make the best out of a bad situation. I'm taking the NY bar exam in February 2014. In the interim,

I've done some light studying, including reading strategy books like this. Like the author of this book,

I have a mediocre law school GPA. This book, however, has given me the confidence I need to

pass the bar (whether I actually pass remains to be seen).I agreed with 90% of his tips. Some of

them were ridiculous (drink 100 ounces of water a day, don't worry about memorizing the rules).



Most of his other tips, however, made sense. He emphasized practicing essays and MBE's over

and over. On the MBE, go over the ones you got right and wrong. He also (correctly) said that bar

prep companies teach you the rules but don't teach you how to articulate the rules (ie write essays).

He suggested hiring a tutor for essays (if you can afford it. If not, keep rewriting good sample

answers).An obvious tip he provides is that it's not the quantity of studying but the quality that

matters. A quality 6 hour session is better than an 8 hour session when your mind is drifting or

you're half asleep. Saidi said that even if you forgot the relevant rule, you can get some points for

spotting the issue and doing a reasonable analysis.This book is not the end all, be all. You should

still take Barbri or Themis. However, this book will enable you to study more efficiently.

I just quickly read this book as a little kick start for my bar prep. As a repeater, it was a great tool to

get into a positive mind frame before I start studying and since I'm working full time it was nice to get

some advice on ways to shortcut the standard bar prep schedules by skipping over passive study

techniques. Dustin provided his email address for discount codes and general bar prep questions

and he was quick to respond to my first request. With all the money we're spending on taking and

studying for the bar, spend the extra $10 to buy this book and you'll get some good advice, decent

discount codes, and positive energy that is greatly needed, but lacking in other bar prep materials.

You won't regret it!

This book was short and sweet. I read it during my Bar review and got through it so quickly that I

didn't even feel guilty for taking time away from my studies to read it. I especially appreciated the

portion about practicing essays. His method actually worked quite well for me. After a few practice

sessions I was no longer afraid of the essays. I was a repeat bar taker and am now an attorney! My

license comes in the mail soon. Good luck to all taking the Bar. You can do it!

I happened upon Mr. Saiidi's book and have been the better for it. In his text he lays out how, and

more importantly why, everyone who believes they can will pass the bar exam will, in fact, pass it. I

like how it was straightforward, honest and direct. As well, I like how he talked about many of the

intangibles to success such as the 100 oz. of water rule, exercising and taking breaks. I really felt

that he was writing a book to ensure a successful life not only during bar prep but after bar success

as well. I highly recommend this book and his website!

This is a great book to read before you hunker down for intense study for the bar exam. All of the



advice is spot on and I enjoyed how he explored the need to focus on ones "mental state" before

taking the exam, in terms of being positive and affirming. It really all boils down to strategy, practice

, and belief in yourself. Good read, plus he offers discounts for some very reputable programs. Just

FYI this is not a full blown how-to or a book of outlines, rather a guide on how to handle the tasks

needed for success.

This book is a quick and easy read that will instantly motivate you to tackle the Bar exam. I highly

recommend you read it prior to studying (and again if you become frustrated or skeptical along the

way)! I found Dustin's exam study tips to be practical and easy to incorporate with any bar review

course. Perhaps most importantly, Dustin's suggestions and tips to mentally prepare you for the

challenge that is the bar exam, helped me tremendously.

This book is a powerful resource for anyone who is studying to pass the bar exam. Dustin provides

practical tips with strategies to use for all phases of studying - from early planning phase through

actual days of Bar Exam. In addition, there are links for podcasts to listen to while at the gym or on

the go, mind and body techniques to keep your positive flow of energy and encouraging words of

support each step of the way.

It is a good boost for your confidence. Many things are obvious but from my point of view, specially

in dealing with the Bar exam, you need to hear it from somebody else and sometimes in different

words. It is practical and easy to read. I keep it close to my books, and even though I have already

read it completely, I liked certain paragraphs that I have specially marked to read more than once.
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